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In view of the tremendous advances in radio telegraphy and telephony during the past ten 

years, it may be interesting to learn something about the introduction of wireless telegraphy on the 

British Columbia Coast. 

 The first stations to be built here were at Gonzales Hill (Victoria), Point Grey, Cape Lazo on the 

east coast of Vancouver Island, Pachena and Estevan on the west coast.  The construction of these 

stations by the Dominion Government was hastened by the wreck of the steamer Valencia at Pachena 

Point, on January 22, 1906, with a loss of 117 lives.  This part of the west coast—known as the 

“Graveyard of the Pacific”---was almost cut off from the world at that time, the only means of 

communication being a much neglected and very uncertain land line running along the coast from 

Victoria to Cape Beale. 

 These five stations were constructed during 1907 and in operation early in 1908.  The station at 

Cape Lazo was completed in February 1908, and I took charge of it then, sending the first message to 

Point Grey as soon as everything was in working order. 

 Cap Lazo (Punta de Lazo de la Vega), according to Walbran in his “British Columbia Coast 

Names”, is a contraction of the original “Point Snare of the Plain.”  “Named, in 1971, by Jose Maria 

Navarez, commanding the exploring schooner Saturnia in Lieutenant Eliza’s expedition.  This point, from 

the east-ward, through the high land, has a long flat appearance and seems to stand out considerably 

into the Strait of Georgia.  This appearance is probably the reason of the Spanish name, especially as 

shoal water extends off the point for some distance.  ‘Lazo’, in Spanish, means a snare; ‘Vega’ an open 

plain.” 

 The station there was, and in many ways still, the most attractive on the coast.  It is about six 

miles from Comox, the centre of one of the richest and most beautiful farming districts on Vancouver 

Island.  There were no automobiles in the district, so the tip to Comox was made by buggy, bicycle or on 

foot; but there were plenty of neighbors on the fine farms near us, and visitors from far and near always 

made for the wireless station, as one of the sights of the place. 

 From the top of the cliff, looking across the Strait of Georgia, with a telescope, we could see a 

lot of building and clearing going on at Powell River, but did not know what was happening there until 

some time in 1909 or 1910, when a boat with a construction engineer on board came over from Powell 

River to send a message, and then I heard about the big paper mill that was in course of erection. 

RELAYED BUSINESS OF MANY SHIPS 

 At that time Cape Lazo was about the busiest station on the coast; it was the first point of 

communication for steamers coming from the North, so all their business was relayed by us.  Radio 

telegraphy twenty years ago was limited in its range; about fifty miles north was as far as we could reach 

in daytime.  I could keep in touch with a vessel while she was in the direct water channel of Seymour 

Narrows, but as soon as she rounded Chatham Point and got into Johnstone Strait, I lost her.  I could 

hear Point Grey, eighty miles away, because there was nothing but water between the two points, but 



Estevan on the west coast, the same distance across land, I could not hear at all.  Estevan is now one of 

the most powerful stations on the coast and can work a thousand miles in daytime. 

BROADCASTING AND AN EARTHQUAKE 

 The apparatus at Cape Lazo and other stations was know as the Shoemaker, a half-kilowatt 

spark set with a six horsepower Fairbanks engine to run the generator which supplied power.  We used 

a crystal detector.  At night our range was greatly extended, a phenomenon now known to all radio 

owners. “PH” (San Francisco) was the most noticeable station in the South.  I heard it once in the 

daytime, about noon, when it came in very clearly, and the next day I heard form Vancouver that a slight 

earthquake shock had been felt there.  We did not notice it at Lazo, but as it happened at the exact time 

I heard “PH”, it is certain that the quake had affected the transmission of ether waves. 

 The engine-room and office were in the dwelling house, and a short distance away was the 

single mast, 180 feet in height.  It speaks well for the apparatus and engine when I say that they were 

never out of commission, day or night, for the three years of more that the set was in use. 

 I got to know al the regular boats on the route, whether equipped with a wireless or not.  There 

was one, the Chicago, a halibut schooner, whose crew on several occasions when coming south from the 

fishing grounds, would throw overboard a box of halibut, with a flag attached, for our use.  Then I would 

run out in the motorboat which I had built on the beach, pick up the box and we and our neighbours 

would get large supplies of the best fish.  One or two consignments were lost, though, when the sea was 

too rough for my small boat. 

 The Chicago was in trouble one time up North.  I recently found an old newspaper clipping, 

stating that there was “considerable uneasiness in shipping circles” over a distress call from her one 

night, and that the station at Cape Lazo was trying for two hours to get in touch with her.  I had quite 

forgotten those two hours, but I remember the gifts of the fish. 

“GB” AS THE LAST BOAT LEFT 

 I had one “busy” time in January 1911, when the Cottage City, a well known American boat 

running north, went on the rocks at Willows Point, near Campbell River.  A new office had been built at 

Lazo, new apparatus was being installed, and we were boarding the men employed on the work.  My 

assistant operator was away—with a toothache, I think—so I was alone in the office.  About noon I saw 

the cottage City passing the cape in a heavy snowstorm, and about 1 p.m. I was splitting wood for the 

kitchen, going back to the office shortly afterwards.  As soon as I put on the phones, I heard H.M.C.S. 

Rainbow calling me.  I at once started the engine and answered him and received an SOS from the 

Cottage City, whose operator told me there were on the rocks at Willows Point; the Rainbow had been 

trying to get me for him.  I reported to Point Grey;  he passed the message  on to Victoria.  The B.C. 

Salvage Company’s boat Salvor started out to the rescue, but the U.S. revenue cutter Snohomish, on life 

saving duty near Cape Flattery, was the first to reach the wreck.  After passing the word on, I asked 

Cottage City for more information; but the last boat was leaving to the operator just said ”GB” (good-

bye) and departed in haste.  And that was the end of the old Cottage City. 

 After that I was on duty almost continuously for nearly thirty-six hours—until the Snohomish 

had taken off the passengers and crew and left for Seattle.  It remined me of the old days on the C.P.R. 

when there was a train smash-up.  Owing to a hitch in the installing of the new apparatus—an accident 



to the engine—everything depended on the old set, and considering that the switchboard had been 

removed to the new office, the wires simply connected and lying in a heap on the floor, I had every 

reason to be proud of the old apparatus. 

FIRST ALASKAN STEAMER’S MESSAGE 

 A cutting from a Seattle paper, dated March 3, 1908, states that the first message sent by a 

steamer in the Southeastern Alaska service was relayed by me.  This was from the Humboldt, which was 

in Seymour Narrows at the time, and the message was to the general agent of the Pacific Coast 

Steamship Company, the owners, at Seattle. 

 I left Cape Lazo towards the end of 1911.  The new office and apparatus were then in use.  

Another house was built the following year and other improvements made.  The pioneer days were 

over. 


